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1 Abstract 
This is an informative contribution reporting the reason of different performance of TMIV8.0.2 

and TMIV8.2, resulting from commit 8818ad19 (adaptive texture pruning fix). 

2 Introduction 
At the 132nd MPEG meeting the adaptive texture-based pruning was introduced [M54893]. The 

adaptive texture-based pruning is an extension of the texture-based pruning [M54177]. In this 

technique, pixels are pruned if they fulfill both conditions: 
1. The depth of a pixel and a pixel reprojected from a view higher in the pruning graph is lower than 

the maxDepthError parameter (set in .json file), 

2. The luma of a pixel (and all 8 pixels around it) and a pixel reprojected from a view higher in the 

pruning graph is lower than the maxLumaError parameter (set in .json file, default: 0.04). 

In the adaptive texture-based pruning, the luma pruning threshold (maxLumaError) is changed to 

adapt to sequence characteristics (i.e. noise). 

 

Therefore, if the sequence is noisy, the luma pruning threshold is increased to preserve pruning 

effectiveness (i.e. to prune areas which have similar colors but differ because of the noise). On the 

other hand, if there is no noise, the luma pruning threshold is lowered to allow preserving more 

areas with slightly different colors (e.g. due to non-lambertian reflectances). 

 

If the changed luma pruning threshold is low, the pruning process is less effective. In this case, 

some of the patches could not fit into the atlas. In order to avoid such a wrong behavior, if the atlas 

is overfilled, the luma pruning threshold is iteratively increased until one of two conditions is 

fulfilled: 
1. the total area of all patches is smaller than 80% of the atlas size, 

2. the pruning luma threshold exceeds its initial value (in this case it is set to the value set in .json file). 

This algorithm was implemented in TMIV8.0. 

 

 

 

 



3 Bug 
Unfortunately, due to a bug, the atlas size value needed at the pruning step was improperly 

calculated and always set to 0. 

 

In this case, the first condition was never met, so for all sequences with lowered luma pruning 

threshold, it was iteratively increased until it exceeds initial value of 0.04. Therefore, the code was 

slowing down the calculations while changing nothing. 

4 Fix 
In the commit 8818ad19, only few lines were changed, as shown below. However, after a fix, atlas 

width and height are taken from m_params.vps instead of atlas.asps, which is not initialized at the 

moment of calling (so the width and height are set to 0). 

 

 

 
 

  



5 TMIV with vs. without fix (SN, 1 frame) 
TMIV encoder log (no fix) 

 

TMIV encoder log (with fix) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Atlas 01 (no fix) 

 

Atlas 01 (fix) 

 
 



6 Comparison of TMIV8.0.2 and TMIV8.2 
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